
FNT ValuePack Quick Start Program

The fast track from implementation to efficient  
use of the FNT Command Platform

QUICKLY REAP THE BENEFITS OF YOUR 
INVESTMENT

After successfully setting up a new software tool, the 
next step is mastering the transition to day-to-day oper-
ation as quickly as possible. This can be achieved through 
the FNT ValuePack Quick Start Program, which provides 
intensive support during the first few months after 
installation of the FNT Command Platform.

It is a seamless extension of the FNT ValuePack Imple-
mentation Services that ensures deployment of the solu-
tion is successful over the longer term. For six months, 
experienced specialists from FNT provide support where 
you need it. This reduces the load on the project team 
and provides valuable mentoring through the first steps 
with the new system. FNT’s specialists assist with indi-
vidual questions regarding use or timely implementation 

of migration and expanded configurations, such as roles 
and authorizations, integration into the customer’s IT 
tool landscape, or individual extensions to the data  
model. The FNT ValuePack Quick Start Program signifi-
cantly accelerates deployment of the FNT Command 
Platform and helps customers reap the maximum bene-
fit from their investment in the shortest possible time. 

AGILE APPROACH ENSURES  
TRANSPARENCY AND EFFICIENCY

The FNT ValuePack approach follows agile principles.  
The benefit to customers is that the objectives associ-
ated with introduction of the system can be achieved 
within a short period through a series of transparent, 
clearly defined steps.

Six months of support for 
deployment from experienced 

FNT specialists

 Assistance around configuration 
and optimization of use 

Agile and bespoke customer 
approach
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Depending on the customer’s individual organization and 
way of working, the topics to be addressed are divided 
into either sprints and processed iteratively or the work-
load is organized into small, manageable work packages 
in the form of a Kanban board. This makes the strategy 
transparent for the customer throughout the entire 
deployment process. The next topics in the sequence 
are apparent at all times, so employees can focus on the 
most important tasks without day-to-day work being 
neglected. The deployment process is kept efficiently on 
track via regular reviews between the customer and FNT 
specialists, aided by short planning cycles.

The result of this approach is that the software is quickly 
embedded into the customer’s individual IT landscape, 
thus enabling a rapid transition from implementation to 
full and effective use of the software.

EXPERTISE DELIVERS SPEED

Customers benefit from close support by FNT specialists 
with in-depth expertise gained from more than 20 years 
of project experience. Insights from numerous custom-
er situations and day-to-day use feed directly into the 
implementation process. Best-practice approaches and 
regular tips not only help to avoid mistakes, they also 
enable you to get up to speed much faster. Easy access 
to the entire team of FNT experts means that solutions 
can also be provided for very specific scenarios.

BROAD-BASED FLEXIBILITY

The FNT ValuePack Quick Start Program covers an 
extremely broad spectrum and offers assistance with 
questions around implementation to enable the fastest 
and most efficient possible use of the FNT Command 
Platform. It also includes preparation of data and indi-
vidual configuration of the system. The actual scope of 
support and advice is governed solely by the customer’s 
individual situation and requirements.

 

Typical services within the FNT ValuePack Quick Start 
Program include:

Basics

   Guidance for users on correct and efficient use of the 
FNT Command Platform

   Collection, downloading and provision of master data

   Assistance with creation of own master data (cables, 
cabinets, etc.)

   Support around automation opportunities, including 
configuration

Data Import and Migration

   Support for data import

   Support for small-scale migration (including 
temporary use of FNT StagingArea as an import tool 
if required)

Configurations

   Individual reporting including custom views

   CI search

   Custom entities, custom attributes, and custom 
relations

   Jump function to or from other systems

   Setting up roles and authorizations

   Service types and service structures

   Individual nomenclatures

CONCRETE PROCESS AND COMPONENTS 
OF THE FNT VALUEPACK QUICK START 
PROGRAM

The FNT ValuePack Quick Start Program features a 
structured approach and incorporates the following 
components: 

   Regular one-hour call with FNT specialists every two 
weeks over a period of six months

   Individual pre- and post-processing of customer 
priority issues by FNT specialists

   Two scoping workshops of four hours’ duration each 
(remote)

   Review workshop at the end of the program with a 
duration of two hours (remote)

   Up to six days support around implementation issues 
(see sample services mentioned)

   Support from an experienced project manager


